2015 Public Art Program: Murals

May:

Artist: Ador and Semor
Piece: Russian Doll, Camping Car & Co.
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Vertical Gallery

Artist: Mr P.
Piece: Waterfall, #BeautifyEarth
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Vertical Gallery

September:

Artist: Kashink
Piece: Paris to Chicago
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

Artist: BirdCap
Piece: After Kuniyoshi
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

October:

Artist: StukOne, Des, Oshen
Piece: Art Walk Exhibition
Location: Scaffolding at 1614 W. Chicago Ave
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

Artist: Amuse126
Piece: Bieber “been you”
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

Artist: StukOne
Piece: Cubs
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn
November:

Artist: Greve
Piece: Wolverine
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

Artist: StukOne, Amuse 126
Piece: Untitled
Location: Chicago and Lessing
Curated By: Chicago Truborn

Artist: StukOne, Amuse126
Piece: See the future, Forget the past.
Location: Scaffolding at 1614 W. Chicago Ave
Gallery Host: Chicago Truborn